
 
 
 

Overview 
We only use easy to "find and replace" refills. They are generally available at local stationary stores, but also widely 
available on Amazon. Below please find your guide to refills and the lifetime enjoyment of your pen. 
 

Schmidt Style Refills 
For all pens with a cap - they take a Schmidt refill. Much like the word Kleenex Schmidt is the most known name in the 
industry but there are several manufactures that can be used. 
 
Form Factors: 
You can use an 888 / 5888 / 8888 refill. These are just numbers that indicate the different outer casings. 
 
How to search on Amazon: 
"schmidt refill XXXX" where XXXX can be any of the numbers above - 888 / 5888 / 8888 
 
You can also specify a size (fine / medium / bold) and a color. You will also see other manufactures - Private Reserve. Just 
make sure that when ordering that it is a 888 / 5888 / 8888 - sometimes Amazon will make suggestions 
 

Parker Style Refills 
For most pens without a cap - they take a Parker style refill.  
 
Form Factors: 
Most all Parker refills will work. You will see a piece of plastic on top of the refill to indicate that it is a Parker refill. Make 
sure the picture looks generally the same as the refill in your current pen. Make sure you keep the spring on the nib end 
of the pen. You will need to use it on the nib end of the new pen refill. Simply insert over the nib (writing end). 
 
How to search on Amazon: 
"parker refill"  
 
You can also specify a size (fine / medium / bold) and a color. You will also see other manufactures - Private Reserve. Just 
make sure that when ordering that it is a parker refill with the same plastic part on top of the refill you have - sometimes 
Amazon will make suggestions 
 

Other Refills 
Mini Pen Refills: 
Necklace pens / bullet pens / some mini stylus pens 
 
How to search on Amazon: 
"mini pen refill"  
 
Cross Style Refills: 
Cross style pens 
 
How to search on Amazon: 
"mini pen refill". You can also specify a size (fine / medium / bold) and a color. 


